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 Institutions wrestle to protect their information from threats and cybercrime. 

Therefore, it is dedicating a great deal of their concern to improving the 

information security infrastructure. Users’ behaviors were explored by 
applying traditional questionnaire as a research instrument in data collocate 

process. But researchers usually suffer from a lack of respondents' credibility 

when asking someone to fill out a questionnaire, and the credibility may 

decline further if the research topic relates to aspects of the use and 
implementation of information security policies. Therefore, there is 

insufficient reliability of the respondent's answers to the questionnaire’s 

questions, and the responses might not reflect the actual behavior based on 

the human bias when facing the problems theoretically. The current study 
creates a new idea to track and study the behavior of the respondents by 

building a tracking game system aligned with the questionnaire whose 

results are required to be known. The system will allow the respondent to 

answer the survey questions related to the compliance with the information 
security policies by tracking their behavior while using the system. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

After the horrible acceleration in the growth of information and increase a reliance on it in decision 

making, and because of the threats and security risks that may cause significant damage to the organization, 

the institutions became more interested in finding ways and solutions to protect their information. Increasing 

employee's awareness on how to deal with and protect its information is one of the most important means of 

protecting its information [1]. The concentration on technical solutions to cybersecurity often fails to 

acknowledge efficient system, users understanding, and engagement of their utility is required [2]. Several 

studies have showed that the weakened element in the cybersecurity chain is the end-user [3]–[5]. Aspects of 

unfavorable engagement, engagement in risky cybersecurity behaviors and misdirected attention, all have the 

prospect to increase organizational susceptibility to security deficiency [2]. 

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/
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The human being is one of the sources of that threat. As it may cause events that optionally 

dangerous [6]. User behaviors define as activities performed by individuals. Therefore, it is difficult to 

predict specific usage patterns for all users since each user thinks differently. Moreover, users consider as the 

weakened connection in the information security system [7]. User's behavior might lead to security threats 

and corrupt the information security (IS) systems, infrastructure, and software. It is difficult to understand 

how users think and behave to restraint their erroneous behaviors [8], [9]. In order to prevent the erroneous 

behavior, organizations security controls (procedures and policies) should be applied. Though, security 

systems might protect users from malicious attacks, but it is essential to chain it with procedures and policies 

in order to make sure that users will not commit security breaches that might cause system threat [7]. 

Many studies have used machine learning techniques to study user behavior, and some of these 

studies have improved the safety and security of using websites such as [10]–[15]. User’s behaviors were 

explored by applying traditional questionnaire as a research instrument in data collocate process. However, 

the questionnaire has its own weaknesses in human behavior studies. Once researchers using questionnaire to 

collect required data about user behaviors, they will be able to understand the weaknesses points 

theoretically. Therefore, these points will be dealt with easier, in addition to the possibility of raising the level 

of behavior and performance to the required level in theory as well. However, many researchers studied the 

reliability of the respondent's answers to the questionnaire’s questions, and they found that respondents 

sometimes answered the questionnaire inaccurately and did not reflect actual behavior based on the human 

bias when facing the problems theoretically.  

In the last decade, simulation using technology become an effective method in many fields 

(education, training, and playing), and this technology has found great success in all fields where it has been 

used [16]–[19]. Therefore, researchers use the simulation using games to find out the actual behavior of 

users. In previous research [1], [20] researchers build a system to have respondents answer a questionnaire in 

an intelligent method that mirrors and mimics their actual behavior. While this paper summarizes the method 

used by the researchers and presents the results of its application with a full analysis of these results.  

Several studies in the past two decades have used computer games as a tool to investigate basic 

behavioral processes in humans. Scholars who focus on information security are confident that improving 

compliance with end-user behaviors and restricting bad end-user behaviors improves information security 

efficiency within organizations [21]. Stanton et al. [21] assessed users' behaviors in the context of policies 

through a study on several industries employee in the United State. The study explores the impact of end-user 

behavior on security efficiency in the industries. This study found six rating scales related to security 

behavior that were categorized into two long scales: technical expertise and intentionality. The first scale is 

classified as intentionally beneficial, intentionally malicious or an absence of straightforward intentionally. 

The second scale assess the information technology knowledge and skills the user desirable to have to apply 

the described behavior. The six-security behavior element concerned to the way of password selection and 

the password changing frequency [7]. The study focused on asking users about the following items: password 

sharing behaviors, organizational support for security related behaviors as well as password management 

behaviors [21]. The study recommended to improve user's behavior in order to benefit the organization by 

Increase staff awareness of the policies and the importance of implement it and urging employees to adhere 

to the stated policies [21]. 

Pahnila et al. [22] defined security policy as a set of laws and rules used to deal with the information 

and different techniques within an organization in which it explains what is prohibited and what is permitted. 

On the other hand, it defines its mechanisms in form of statements by which information is accessed and 

managed. Therefore, it is concerned with security solutions to all transactions but does not care how to 

engineer and formulate these solutions. which was on a Finnish company, this study used the scale “seven-

point Likert” [22], it was a web-based questionnaire for measuring the factors and it ended up with  

240 respondents, five of them answered only the demographic questions. The study discussed that many 

researchers agree that the careless of employees who do not comply with IS security policy of the 

organization causes the major threats to information security. The study indicates that there is a factor that 

has a significant impact on information systems security compliance called information quality, there are 

three factors which are employees' attitude habits and normative beliefs have significant effect on the 

intention to comply with IS security, while facilitating condition and threat appraisal have significant impact 

toward complying with IS security policy. Furthermore, coping appraisal does not have a significant effect on 

the attitude of employees across complying, sanctions have a nominal effect on intention to comply with IS 

security policy and the last factor which does not comply with IS security called rewards. The purpose of the 

study is to improve the critical weaknesses in employee compliance with information systems security. 

Most research concluded that cyber security in organizations is affected by security errors caused by 

human behavior. Studies have also shown that the success of organizations in protecting information security 

depends on the skills, knowledge, and awareness of individuals about aspects of cybersecurity [23]. Most of 

the previous studies also included some suggestions and recommendations, including: Organizations should 
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have a framework for evaluating human reliability, tools and systems for monitoring user behaviors and a 

scoring system for cybersecurity vulnerabilities [23]. 

 

 

2. METHOD 

This section discusses and summarizes the methodology presented to achieve the objectives of the 

study. Essentially, the researchers suggested using the concept of gamification to help them build a smart tool 

by exploring and eliciting user behavior towards cybersecurity policies. Next, they performed four stages  

as shown in Figure 1: 

− Stage 1: Identifying cybersecurity measures that will be used in this study and it will maintain the user's 

confidentiality and privacy. In this stage, the selection of cybersecurity measures was based on most 

common measures that used in some institutions like SANA institute and SANS institutes, in addition to 

the state-of-arts [6], [22], [24], [25]. For more details of this stage [20]. 

− Stage 2: Selecting the appropriate policies for each cybersecurity measure. In this stage, the researchers 

write policies for each measure [20]. Then, the policies presented to cybersecurity experts for validation 

and auditing. 

− Stage 3: Identify a survey paragraph for each measure that determine user commitment toward 

cybersecurity policies). At this stage, the researchers write the questionnaire’s paragraphs to measure user 

commitment toward cybersecurity policies, then they align between the questionnaire’s paragraphs and 

the policies that were chosen before). For more details of this stage [20]. 

− Stage 4: Transforming all questions into scenarios, each scenario may cover one or more questions 

depending on the largest collection of answers from the user indirectly to ensure that the answer is 

accurate and not a randomly answered). For more details of this stage [20]. 

− Stage 5: Testing. The authors tested the system using different methodologies to achieve the desired and 

the most accurate results. For more details of this stage [20]. 

 

 

Figure 1. Study method 

 

 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

This section analyzes the data obtained from the end-user to determine whether the creative 

questionnaire is a creative tool used to measure human behavior towards the cyber security policies or not. 

Also, analyze each question based on the end-user feedback. Feedback will vary from one user to another. 

Sometimes the end-user passes through all the questions, maybe some of them do not answer the questions 

completely, or they did not answer at all. So, each of these categories must be analyzed separately to 

determine the pros and cons of the creative questionnaire. 

 

3.1.  Creative questionnaire analysis 

This subsection analyzes the creative questionnaire through a pilot study. It is to perform face 

validation, which means is this tool easy to use and understandable. This questionnaire was distributed to 

several people to measure the effectiveness of this tool. It is based on gamification concept. So, one of the 

creative questionnaire analysis aims is to determine whether this concept is affecting positively on the tool or 

not. The second aim is to measure if this tool provides a good environment to measure human behavior. So, 

the assessment of face validation depends on three criteria which are: i) user acceptance, ii) ease of use, and 

iii) distribution. 
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The first criterion is the user acceptance. This criterion will be measured based on the number of 

people who answer the questionnaire completely. The number of questions is 20, so if these questions 

answered by the end-user completely that will indicate the user acceptance. The second criterion is the ease 

of use. This criterion will be measured based on the design creativity of each scenario in this creative 

questionnaire. Each scene plays a specific situation in which each character in the game is designed in a way 

that attracts the end-user during the answer period. So, this way allows the end user to go through each stage 

smoothly. Ease of use also has a directly proportional relationship with the end-user acceptance, the 

relationship begins when the user completed all the questions that mean the user accepting the tool and finds 

it easy to use. The last criterion is the speed of distributing the tool among the people. The rapid distribution 

helped to collect a sample of people in a short period of time. All these criteria will be analyzed and 

discussed in detail in the subsection 3.2 and 3.3. 

 

3.2.  User acceptance 

To analyze the effectiveness of this tool it is necessary to determine the number of the targeted 

sample. This tool provides a sample of 119 people. This sample analyzed based on how many users answered 

twenty questions completely, how many users answered few questions and not reached question number 

twenty. All these classifications will be illustrated in percentage as shown in Figure 2. From 119 sample 48 

did not even start the first question, so they will not be part of this study. So, in the total there are  

71 participants in this study 48 of them completed the while game. So, 70% of the sample size have 

completed the game till the end which demonstrate that it was easy to follow, and the user acceptance is high. 

The other 29% of the sample represents the user who did not complete the answers. So, the analysis of those 

will be declared in detail in the next subsection. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Question response chart 

 

 

3.3.  Ease of use 

This criterion as mentioned above it has a directly proportional relationship with the end-user 

acceptance. The total number of users who answers the whole or half of the questionnaire is 71 users, 68% of 

this sample answered all the twenty questions. So that indicates this tool is easy to use by the end-user and 

because of the flexible design and interactive events in every scene. 

 

3.3.1. Distribution 

The creative questionnaire tool was distributed in a short time which is one week. The result of this 

distribution was 119 people from and outside of Kingdom of Saudi Arabia (KSA) as shown in Figure 3. This 

sample is classified by age, gender, and region, so each classification contains a certain percentage as shown 

in Figures 4 and 5, and it will be declared in detail in the next subsection. 

The graphs show that through these percentages it can be concluded with a clear interpretation that a 

creative questionnaire is an effective tool based on the percentage obtained from the user acceptance, ease of 

use and distribution. First of all, according to the ratio derived from the user acceptance, the high percentage 

was drowning from the users who answering the questions completely. So, this is complete evidence of the 

tool’s effectiveness that attracting the user to understand the game scenario. 

 

40.3%

40.3%

19.4%

QUESTIONS RESPONSE

Fully answered Not answered Partially answered
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Figure 3. Statistics of the study sample by regions 

 

 

 
 

Figure 4. The gender classification according to region 

 

 

 
 

Figure 5. Classification of the age groups 

 

 

3.4.  Measuring human behavior analysis 

After validating the questionnaire ease of use and effectiveness, this section will present the 

statistics for each classification which are age, gender and region related to end-users scores who answered 

all the questions completely. These statistics based on how many females and males answering the questions 

with their scores and what age group and region they are belong to. 

 

3.4.1. Dammam region 

As shown in Figure 3, 55% of the participants were from Dammam city, 90% are females and 10% 

are males. Table 1 shown that the average of the females score in Dammam was 83% which means they have 

a good behavior toward the measured security policies. On other hand, the average score of the males was 
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76.1% which means they behave in a good way but not as good as the female. In Dammam 3.3% if the 

participants age range was below 18 years, 73.3% of them between 18-23 years, 10% between 24-33 years, 

3.3% between 34-43 years and 10% between 44-53 years. Participants from age group below 18 years scored 

68%, the age group between 18-23 years scored 86%, the age group between 24-33 years scored 49%, the 

age group between 34-43 years scored 83.3%, and the age group between 44-53 years scored 52.2%. From 

this analysis, it can be seen that the age group 24-33 had the worst behavior. While the group 18-23 had the 

best behavior toward cyber security policies. We cannot assume that the younger will behave better as the 

youngest group (below 18) scored only 68% which is worse than any other age group except for 24-33 and 

44-52. At the end, females in Dammam region showed better behavior than males. People with age range  

24-33 who are usually newly graduate and just started working had the worst behavior, followed by people of 

the age 44 and above, who are the oldest age group in this study. Age group 18-23 which are usually 

university students scored the best, followed by age group 34-43. 

 

 

Table 1. Dammam region average scores statistics 
Dammam Region 

 Gender Age Group 

 Female Male <18 18-23 24-33 34-43 44-53 

AVG Score 83% 76.1% 68% 86% 49% 83.3% 52.2% 

 

 

3.4.2. Khobar region 

In Khobar region 57.1% of the participants are females and 42.9% are males were 42.9% of the 

participants age range between 18 to 23 years, 42.9% of them between 24-33 years and 14.2% of them above 

53 years. Table 2 shown that the average score of the females in Khobar region was 73.3% and the average 

score of males in Khobar region was 78.3%. Participants from age group between 18 to 23 years scored 

67.2%, the age group between 24 to 33 years scored 76.7% and the age group above 53 years scored 76.7%. 

At the end, males in Khobar region showed better behavior than females. The people with age range between 

24-33 and above 53 years showed better behavior among other age groups. 

 

3.4.3. Riyadh region 

In Riyadh region 50% of participants are females and 50% of them are males were 66.7% of the 

participants in age range between 18 to 23 years, 16.7% of in age range between 24 to 33 years and 16.7% of 

them in age range between 34 to 43 years. Table 3 shown that the average females score in Riyadh region 

was 72.8% and the males average score in Riyadh region was 78.9%. Participants from age group between 

18-23 years scored 77.1%, the age group between 24 to 33 years scored 86.7% and the age group between 

34-43 years scored 60%. At the end, males in Riyadh region showed better behavior than females. The 

people with age range between 24 to 33 showed better behavior among other age groups. 

 

 

Table 2. Khobar region average scores statistics 
Khobar Region 

 Gender Age Group 

 Female Male 18-23 24-33 >53 

AVG Score 73.3% 78.3% 67.2% 76.7% 76.7% 
 

Table 3. Riyadh region average scores statistics 
Riyadh Region 

 Gender Age Group 

 Female Male 18-23 24-33 >53 

AVG Score 72.8% 78.9% 77.1% 86.7% 60% 
 

 

 

3.4.4. Other regions 

There are three other regions which are Jizan, Jeddah and outside Saudi Arabia (SA). The 

participants from Jizan 50% are females and 50% males. The participants from Jeddah and outside SA 100% 

are females. The average females score in Jizan was 44.2% and the average males score in Jizan region was 

32.5%. While the average female score in Jeddah was 92% and outside SA was 68.3%. The participants from 

Jeddah and outside SA does not have males. At the end, in Jizan regions the females showed better behavior 

than males toward measure security policies. 

50% of participant from Jizan are in age range between 24 to 33 years and 50% are between 18 to  

23 years. In Jeddah, the age group is 100% participant below 18 years and outside SA is 100% participant 

age range between 24 to 33 years. In Jizan, the average score for group age between 24 to 33 years was 

44.2% and for group age between 18 to 23 years was 32.5%. In Jeddah, the score for age group below  

18 years was 92% and the score of participants from outside SA for was 68.3% which are in group age 

between 24 to 33 years. Figures 6 and 7 shows all the statistics discussed in each region and age groups. 
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Figure 6. The average score of human behavior according to the gender in specific regions 

 

 

 
 

Figure 7. The scores of human behaviors according to groups age in specific regions 

 

 

3.5.  Related questions statistics 

In this section the related questions will be analyzed based on the relations between one question 

and the other. This section will include three subsections of related questions which are questions 2 and 4, 

questions 6 and 7 and questions 10 and 11. These questions will be analyzed in detail, in the next sections. 

 

3.5.1. Questions 2 and 4 statistics 

This subsection will analyze the human behavior based on their answers in both related questions 2 

and 4. Moreover, according to the question 2 which is “When constructing a password, you should”, the 

option (a) is “You should use your family member name, sports name, pet name and add a number on the 

end”, the option (b) is “Use phrases or misspelled words with embedded numbers and special characters” and 

option (c) is “Use sequenced letters and numbers from your keyboard”. 

Question 4 says “What is an example of a strong password?”. For question 2 in the game it will 

appears as a text filed to enable the player to write any password, If the player’s answer match option (b) in 

question 2, then the answer of question 4 will be a strong password, so, the player will get 3 points in both 

questions, otherwise if the player entered a password that does not match option (b), the player score for 

question 2 will be either 2 or 1 point .So, to summarize the idea , the player will enter any password in the 

text filed (question 2 ) then question 4 will answered automatically based on this answers in question 2. 

Moreover, to analyze the acquired answers in question 2 and 4, the findings are most of the people 

entered passwords matches the correct choice in question 2 which is option (b). Below is the analysis for 

these two questions and it will be shown in Figure 8. The number of the people who are answered these  

two-related questions correctly and get three points in both questions are 16/48=33%. 

− Who are not answer correctly in both questions are 32/48=67%. 

− Who are not answer question 2 correctly with two points 10/48=21%. 

− Who are not answer question 2 correctly with only one point 22/48=46%. 
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3.5.2. Questions 6 and 7 statistics 

This subsection will analyze the human behavior based on their answers in both related questions 6 

and 7. According to question 6 which is “what you should do if someone asks you for your password?”. 

Question 7 which is “someone is asking you to use your email to send something important, would you allow 

him?”. The creative questionnaire scenario was written in a way to get the accurate answer for both question 

by hiding the real question with this scenario “the employee is asked by his supervisor to send a report”, then 

the options will appear. Option (a) is “send the report immediately before going to the meeting”, option (b) is 

“ask your colleague to send it instead of you”, option (c) is “postpone the submission of the report until the 

ends of the meeting”. So, these two related questions’ answers are divided into two categories the first 

category is the correct answers and the second category is uncorrected answer. 

In the first category options (a) and (c) are the correct answers. If the player selects the correct 

answer, then the answers for question 6 and 7 will be saved automatically (Disagree, No). The second 

category is uncorrected answer which’s option (b) and then the answers will be saved automatically  

(Agree, Yes) for question 6 and 7 respectively. Moreover, the two categories be analyzed for both 6 and 7 

based on players answers and the result will be shown in Figure 9, the two categories are: 

− The percentage of people who answers correctly (both options (a) and (c)) is 29/48=60.4% 

− People who Answer uncorrected answers (option (b)) is 19/48=39.6%. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 8. Analysis of the second and fourth questions 

 

 

 
 

Figure 9. Analysis of the sixth and seventh questions 
 
 

3.5.3. Questions 10 and 11 statistics 

According to the scenario in section 5.2 which explained the scenario in detail, question 10 is “Do 

you secure your computing devices (Desktops, laptops, portable drives and smart devices physically?”, and 

question 11 is “Do you store your sensitive/critical data in a secure area?”. These two related questions are 

represented by these two options as a scenario in the game, option (a) is “Return to lock the door” this will 

give automatic answers which are (Yes, Yes) in both questions 10 and 11. Option (b) is “May be my 

colleague will lock the door “this will give an automatic answer which are (No, No) for questions 10 and 11 

respectively. 

To summarize, If the user’s option is (a) then his/her answers for both questions will be yes, 

otherwise it will be no for both questions. As a result, for analyzing these two questions, the findings are: 

− The percentage of people who is got the correct answers 39/48=81% 
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− The percentage of people who is got the wrong answers 9/48=19% All these previous finding will be 

shown in Figure 10. 

 

3.6.  Measures statistics 

The questionnaire questions classified into five measures which are Password, Identity, Email, 

Sensitive data, and Physical/Resource security. Each question has a score so when the end-user finishes the 

game all his/her score will be stored for the analysis. After analyzing the scores for each user, the measure 

ranked from the best measure’s average scores to the worst measures average scores as shown in Figure 11. 

The result of this statistics shows the average email measure score was 77%, password measure was 79%, 

sensitive data measure was 80%, Physical/Resource Security measure was 72% and identity measure was 

91%. At the end, most of the end-users behave correctly toward the identity measure. On the other hand, the 

end-users do not behave as expected in Physical/Resource measure. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 10. Analysis of the tenth and eleventh questions 

 

 

 
 

Figure 11. Measure score rank 

 

 

4. CONCLUSION  

The authors in this research worked to find a solution to a problem that has been talked about a lot in 

previous studies, which was that human need to be more conscious towards the security policy in order to 

behave in the right way. Therefore, authors studied the behavior of users to measure their compliance with 

cybersecurity policies. They proposed to measure human behavior by using smart survey, the smart survey 

facilitates measuring the behavior in term of a specific pattern. Moreover, this study is illustrated and 

justified based on a review of literature works. To measure human behavior towards cybersecurity policies, 

you need to define the scope of the study and what are the potential limitations. Therefore, the scope of the 

study is to create an attractive method that helps measure human behavior without any limitations. The study 
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found the ideal method, as mentioned earlier, which is the smart survey. This method is based on the 

foundations of a specific pattern, and this pattern presents several stages that begin with the selection of 

measures and end with the formation of the questionnaire. The first phase identifies the measure to be taken 

in order to measure human behavior, five metrics selected based on a review of the literature as important 

measures in relation to security policies. The second stage, each measure has the corresponding security 

policies that have been validated and reviewed by the expert panel as important policies with respect to their 

measurement. Third, display all the questions related to each policy through which it will be turned into a 

scenario. Fourth, these scenarios turned into action in the game. It ended with a creative questionnaire test 

and a statement of the result of the analysis. 

Finally, the results of the analysis of the smart survey, and after comparing it results with the survey 

distributed in the traditional way, showed that the proposed system was effective in exposing Inaccuracy of 

some users in dealing with and complying with cybersecurity policies, by tracking their behavior in using the 

proposed system. Therefore, If the idea of this system is implemented in organizations, this will reduce the 

risks that may cause disasters to these organizations by increasing the awareness of employees after studying 

their behavior and their commitment to cybersecurity policies. 
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